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sistent focusing of added value on 
the customer, based on early vali-
dation. 
Fundamental requirements include 
a shared database, determination 
of domain-specific views, their ab-
straction levels and semantic inter-
dependencies. 
The target definition for the design 
of the models deployed is always 
the basis for modelling to preclude 
it becoming an end in itself.

Standards as ecosystem  
enablers

The growing networking of pro-
ducts in an ecosystem yields 
competitive advantages for com-
panies, that openly design the in-
terfaces to their products and use 
new partnerships to promote their 
interests. 
Establishing cross-sector stan-
dards by participating in industrial 
and standardization committees is 
a key enabler in reducing frictional 
losses in integration and communi-
cation processes.

Working prototypes 
for model-based 
specifications   

A working prototype is a consistent 
model which specifies functional 
system requirements via artefacts 
like behavior, features, system 
context, use cases or interfaces. 
This multi-dimensional mapping 
holistically defines system requi-
rements and functions as a con-
sistent development of document-
based requirements management. 
In the test and security field the 
working prototype adds functional 
relationships to the digital mock-
up to support development and pl-
anning right from the early stages.

Modelling is not an end 
in itself

A coherent modelling system sup-
ports cross-functional development 
team cooperation and permits con-

Linking SE methods 
with management

Product management and sys-
tems engineering also need to be 
strategically harmonized. Product 
and technology road maps can be 
used to methodically check tech-
nologies in respect of market dif-
ferentiation and feasibility potential 
and to define an optimally balan-
ced R&D portfolio. 
“Classical” SE approaches can 
support drafting of appropria-
te road maps. The dependency 
structure matrix (DSM) for instance 
can help analyze dependencies 
between technology road maps in 
terms of both quality and quantity.

Agile SE for the right 
speed  

While agile methods are already 
standard practice in software and 
E/E development, many hardware 
developments are still run conven-
tionally according to the waterfall 
principle. 
The challenge of efficiently control-
ling varying speeds in PDP can be 
specifically addressed by agile SE. 
SE provides a general framework 
for structuring and synchronizing 

the overall task. The defined tasks 
are thus accelerated by agile ma-
nagement in all areas (software, 
E/E, hardware) and integration in 
coordinated cycles is supported.

Focusing on features 
and functions

Agility isn’t enough if you don’t get 
the functions right. Increasingly, 
added value is generated by net-
worked cross-system functions. 
Expertise in focusing in-house 
value chains on features and 
functions that benefit customers 
is therefore in higher demand 
than ever before. Companies can 
only ensure this focus by creating 
structures, roles and processes. 
Proven approaches include the 
deployment of managers respon-
sible for features and functions or 
the implementation of in-house 
features- and function-focused 
maturity management.

The next Expert Forum will be 
held on November 17, 2017.

The focus:
“How can agile really 
transformation succeed?”

Are you interested in this subject?
Do not hesitate to write us at:
Expertenforum@3DSE.de
We look forward to hearing from 
you.
www.3DSE.de

Success factors for system development in the digital age
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